2000 ford f150 oxygen sensor

For more information go to Properly functioning oxygen sensors are important when it comes
to your vehicles fuel efficiency and reducing harmful exhaust emissions. We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Oxygen Sensor
part. See All. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Product Fit. Shop Ford F Oxygen Sensor. Showing
1 - 15 of 82 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Wire
Length Thread Size : M Part Number: Part Number: WKP Page 1 of 6 Showing 1 - 15 of 82
results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Bosch invented the automotive oxygen
sensor and is the number one choice of vehicle manufacturers around the world. Each of
Denso's Oxygen Sensor is constructed from the highest quality materials available.
Specifications: 4-wire Feb 10, Perfect fit for my vehicle! I will definitely be ordering from you
again. Bonnie Gage. Purchased on Feb 01, Feb 09, These 02 sensors fit perfectly. Tim Tim.
Purchased on Jan 24, Jan 01, Jesse Stevens. Purchased on Dec 14, Show More. Helpful
Automotive Resources. P Code: HO2S Heater Control Circuit Bank 1 Sensor 3 Newer car models
determine oxygen content through heated oxygen sensors in the exhaust system before and
after the catalytic converter s. The information supplied by the oxygen sensors helps the fuel
system maintain the right air to fuel ratio. Downstream oxygen sensors also help the PCM
determine the efficiency of the. The PCM uses a closed-loop air-fuel metering system and
monitors the heated oxygen sensor signal voltage. It utilizes various data from the sensors in
the car, such as the oxygen sensors, manifold absolute pressure. P Code: O2 Sensor Circuit
Slow Response Bank 1, Sensor 2 The rear sensor is located behind the catalytic converter, and
bank 1 refers to the side of the engine that houses the 1 cylinder. It uses this information to
make short-term or long-term fuel corrections, like changes in fuel delivery strategy and ignition
timing, in order to achieve the optimal air-fuel ratio. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with
Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain
Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. If your Ford F is running roughly, starting hard or misfiring,
you may have a bad oxygen sensor. These are all common symptoms of a faulty O2 sensor. You
might, however, also have your "check engine" or "service engine soon" light coming on. The
oxygen or O2 sensors are an important part of the engine-management system in your car. They
read the amount of oxygen in the exhaust and send the information back to the vehicle's
computer. The computer will then make critical adjustments to the system, based on these
readings. You can buy a replacement O2 sensor from the dealer or an aftermarket one from
most auto parts stores. Raise the front end of your truck with a jack. Position a set of jack
stands under the frame to support it. Locate the oxygen sensors in the exhaust system. You will
find one in the pipe just behind the catalytic converter; two others will be further back where the
pipe splits before the mufflers. Disconnect the wiring harness from the front-most sensor by
pulling the locking tab on the connector toward you and then sliding the two sections of the
connector apart. Do not pull on the wires or you may damage the wiring harness. Remove the
oxygen sensor from the pipe by turning it counterclockwise with a ratchet and oxygen sensor
socket. Pull the sensor from the exhaust pipe. Install the new oxygen sensor into the exhaust
pipe. Turn it clockwise with a ratchet and oxygen sensor socket until snug. Tighten the sensor
to 36 foot-pounds with a torque wrench. Install the wiring harness connector. Push the locking
tab into the connector to secure it. Move to the downstream sensors and repeat the process to
change both of these oxygen sensors as well. After many years of working in auto parts and
service positions, Killian decided to move into journalism full-time. He has been published in
"1st Responder News" as well as in other trade magazines and newspapers in the last few
years. Step 1 Raise the front end of your truck with a jack. Step 2 Disconnect the wiring harness
from the front-most sensor by pulling the locking tab on the connector toward you and then
sliding the two sections of the connector apart. Step 3 Remove the oxygen sensor from the pipe
by turning it counterclockwise with a ratchet and oxygen sensor socket. Step 4 Install the new
oxygen sensor into the exhaust pipe. Jack Jack stands Oxygen sensor socket Ratchet Torque
wrench. Play Now. Start by checking the "Possible Causes" listed above. Visually inspect the
related wiring harness and connectors. Check for damaged components and look for broken,
bent, pushed out, or corroded connector's pins. The auto repair labor rates vary widely across
the country, and even within the same city. How much do you know about cars? Take the
AutoCodes. For optimum catalyst operation, the air-fuel mixture air-fuel ratio must maintain
near the ideal stoichiometric ratio. The HO2S2 output voltage changes suddenly in the vicinity
of the stoichiometric ratio. The Powertrain Control Module PCM adjusts the fuel injection time
so that the air-fuel ratio is nearly stoichiometric. The HO2S2 generates a voltage between 0. If
the oxygen in the exhaust gas increases, the air-fuel ratio becomes Lean. If the oxygen in the
exhaust gas decreases, the air-fuel ratio becomes Rich. Get Access to Factory Service Manuals.
Need more help? Get the P Ford F code diagnosed by a professional: Find a repair shop in your

area. Why is the Engine Light ON? Repair Importance Level: 2. Testing the oxygen sensor
commonly referred to as O2 sensors on your Ford 4. Since the Ford 4. TIP 1: To take advantage
of the testing info in this article, you'll need a scan tool. This scan tool must have Live Data
capability. Now, you don't need the Ford factory scan tool since I've written this article for use
with a generic scan tool Don't have a scan tool? Need a scan tool? TIP 2: If you have several
diagnostic trouble codes, which are not oxygen sensor related for example, you have a MAF
sensor code along with oxygen sensor codes , you need to diagnose the non-oxygen sensor
codes first. This is important, since there's a good chance that the component that's causing
the non-oxygen sensor code has failed and is causing the PCM to think erroneously that the
oxygen sensor or oxygen sensors have failed too, when they haven't. TIP 3: The testing
procedure I'm gonna' show you here, is done with the oxygen sensors in action Therefore, take
all necessary safety precautions and think safety all of the time. The effects of a bad oxygen
sensor can be very subtle since they usually do not cause serious drive-ability problems. Here
are the most common symptoms:. If you've been wondering exactly what the heck each
diagnostic trouble code means in lay man's terms, below I've added a few words beyond the
official description of the code:. You could run down to your neighborhood auto parts store and
buy the oxygen sensors you need there, but you'll likely pay twice as much than online. As an
Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon
product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real
diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem! Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. Contents of
this tutorial:. All Articles: 4. Applies To:. Ford Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you will be
banned from the site! Engine size can be found on a sticker under your hood. Orders ship same
day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout.
Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest
product standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto
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more. Part : 1AEEK Add to Cart. Part : 1AEOS Set Quantity: 2 Piece view more. Ford is a
registered trademark of Ford Motor Company. See all trademarks. Guaranteed To Fit Providing
you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product
standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of
passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of how-to
auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair.
Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to find parts
that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Condition is "New". An
not be turned once installed. Please check fitment. Great product at a great price. It solved my
error code right away. Highly recommended! Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by:
youroutdoorware Buying parts like this make it easier and more economical to maintain my
pickup. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: pre-owned Sold by: reblins Skip to main content.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist.
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your vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get
the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee opens in new window or tab. Seller information united-euro-com Contact seller. Visit store. See
other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest.
Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not update immediately. Add to
Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item
description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Item location:. Pflugerville, Texas,
United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens
in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import
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international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new
window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the
seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost
cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or
9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout.
Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Ratings
and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews. X Previous image. Easily replaced part
Buying parts like this make it easier and more economical to maintain my pickup. Why is this
review inappropriate? Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. Change country: -Select- United States There are 1 items
available. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Air Temperature Sensor. Fuel
Injection Main Relay Connector. Fuel Injector. Fuel Injector Connector. Fuel Injector Harness
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Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel
Delivery. Tools and Hardware. DIY Solutions. Spectra Premium. Standard Motor Products.
Walker Products. Shop By Vehicle. Replacement Oxygen Sensor. Click to Enlarge. Shipping
Options: Free Ground Shipping. Bosch Oxygen Sensor - Upstream. Bosch Oxygen Sensor.
Features: Premium Bosch oxygen sensors are designed to improve fuel economy while
reducing harmful emissions Direct Fit includes OE Connector for easy installation Performance
meets or exceeds OE specifications True Direct-fit OE connectors and harness. Bosch Oxygen
Sensor - Downstream. Product List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Notes:
California Emissions; V8 5. Features: Quality Tested - built to a strict level of product standards.
Direct Fit Replacement - Guaranteed to fit and function for your specific application. Features:
Direct Fit Replacement - Guaranteed to fit and function for your specific application Quality
Tested - built to a strict level of product standards. Notes: Oxygen Sensor -- Lightning; V8 5.
Motorcraft Oxygen Sensor - Upstream. Motorcraft W Oxygen Sensor. Motorcraft Oxygen Sensor
- Downstream. Motorcraft DY Oxygen Sensor. Motorcraft Oxygen Sensor - Upstream Front.
Features: Measures the amount of oxygen in the exhaust stream Ensures long lasting durability
Reliable performance Offers superior quality life Resists corrosion and abrasion. Walker
Oxygen Sensor - Upstream Right. Features: Designed to meet or exceed OE specifications in
form, fit and function. Direct fit replacement. Performance meets or exceeds OE performance.
Increase fuel economy and lower emissions. Walker Oxygen Sensor. Walker Oxygen Sensor Downstream Right. Walker Oxygen Sensor - Upstream Left. Walker Oxygen Sensor Downstream Left. NGK Oxygen Sensor. Features: NTK is constantly improving sensor designs
to provide excellent performance and improve resistance to failure. NTK oxygen sensors heat
up rapidly to meet requirements of the vehicle to improve fuel economy and reduce emissions.
NTK's proprietary ceramic element overcoat protects against sensor failure. NTK oxygen
sensors are equipped with OEM specified connectors and attaching hardware for easy
installation. Dual-coated platinum element to increase longevity and ensure the quickest
response time. Brock Oxygen Sensor. Denso Oxygen Sensor - Downstream. Denso Oxygen
Sensor - Upstream. Denso Oxygen Sensor. Notes: OE Style -- Calif. Quality Replacement
Sensor. Features: Designed to detect the amount of oxygen in the exhaust system Constructed
from high quality material Features double protection layer, aluminum oxide trap layer, PTFE
filter and stainless steel housing Manufactured with precision to meet OE standards Easy
installation. Notes: Universal -- Except Calif. Quality Universal Replacement Sensor. Features:
Manufactured to the highest O. Notes: Universal -- O. Delphi Oxygen Sensor - Front. Features:

years of OE experience, supplier to the world's top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge
built into every aftermarket part. Smart design consolidates SKUs without using long wires
Delphi planar technology covers older, conical design sensors Patented protective sensor
coating helps prevent contamination OE tested to , miles, plus 2, hours severe thermal testing
Validated for all fuel types, including ethanol blends like E85 Delphi is a global OE manufacturer
for oxygen sensor and all oxygen sensors are built to Delphi's OE standards. For the position
specific to your vehicle, refer to the Application tab. Delphi Oxygen Sensor - Rear. Walker
Products Oxygen Sensor - Downstream. Walker Products Oxygen Sensor - Upstream. Bosch W
Oxygen Sensor. Replacement Oxygen Sensor - Upstream. Standard Motor Products Oxygen
Sensor. Bosch The product was represented correct,and the product fit right into place.
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these issues, you need to know what the logged code means. Read on to. If the computer
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